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For some time now, a particular strand of sociological literature has emphasized the difficulties faced by modern man in formulating a coherent image
of the Self - a cumulative biographical narrative in which consistency
outweighs disruption; in which experience has moulded a set of values
adhered to individually and reaffirmed socially in word and action. A narrative that gives shape to a person, so that others may form expectations of
reasonable solidity - in short, an account of character.1
To formulate such an account is said to have become difficult if not impossible today. Though nuanced, the different diagnoses offered for this phenomenon all stress the vicissitudes of work-life in modern capitalism as one of
the main contributing factors. The ubiquitous creed of flexibility – in the
demand for geographical and occupational mobility just as much as in the
organization of work processes themselves – requires social relations that
are manifold, yet loose and temporary in nature. The informal and mutual
trust characterising strong interpersonal
relations seems to require far
too much time to develop.
Time, we no longer have.
Instead, present modes of work
replace such relations with
networks of many weak ties, each
of which to be severed almost
instantly whenever opportunity knocks or crisis looms. As a
corollary to this, loyalty and commitment are weakened; and countless personnel management publications on how to reinvigorate these
values in organizations only testify to their decline.
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Changes in work-life are also said to profoundly affect social relations in
general. This goes far beyond the more obvious impact frequent job
changes, family relocations or career setbacks have on personal friendships,
on local communities and neighbourhoods. Even family life and the education of children may be affected by a spill-over of the values – or indeed the
lack thereof – characterizing the low wage labour market as well as the
corporate world of semi-autonomous teamwork organizations. The task of
passing onto the next generation a set of virtues such as trustworthiness,
respect, responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship – the “Six Pillars” of socalled character-education programmes in US schools – may justifiably be
assigned to a rule-bound education system; the real-life work experience of
parents no longer uniquely qualifies them as role-models. The “chameleon”
qualities needed for success or at least survival in the new economy stand in
opposition to lasting virtues.2 Here, it seems to make little difference if the
parental experience in question is one of insecurity and subjection as a
single-parent executing multiple jobs in the ranks of the working poor, or
that of flexibility, drift and risk as a dual career couple navigating the corporate world.

Yet, in what is an almost paradoxical turn, it appears that while character
formation is threatened by discontinuities and change that lie beyond the
individual’s control, all eyes remain firmly fixed on the individual rather than on
the forces of disruption. In the narrow sense, this holds true, for example, for
political debates about welfare-state reform, in which individual responsibility
and the associated call for self-reliance are the dominant tropes. But what may
at a glance appear but a rhetorical figure in the ongoing attempts to re-define
the limits of solidarity is in fact part of a larger phenomenon. The Self’s responsibility cannot be fully discharged by accepting the consequences of one’s
actions and choices. Although the narrative may well function as a “biographical solution to systemic contradictions”3, this is only part of its remit: Comprehensively, the Self has become responsible for it-self.
Though the obligation to improve and perfect one’s character and the associated demand for coherence and authenticity have a long and distinguished
cultural history, it was the psychological revolution of the 20th century that
profoundly altered the way in which this responsibility is being formulated. To
take but one enduring example of the wide variety of psychological concepts
that have entered our everyday language: Self-realization, or better: selfactualization – the idea, that the most refined of human needs consists in
achieving one’s fullest potential4 – has long left the realm of personality
psychology. First, the concept entered organisational behaviour theory and
was seen as the prime motivational tool for personnel managers. With its
further popularisation – now visible on the shelves of every bookstore’s selfhelp section, in TV-shows, in autobiographical literature of celebrities and
managers, as well as in the many esoteric offerings for self-improvement – it
has changed status from a psychological need of the few to a duty of everyone.
Self-realization has become a duty precisely because of its universal applicability and its democratic availability. If everyone can “re-invent themselves”,
“repack their bags”,“deal themselves the best cards in life” or even “think themselves rich, thin or loved”5, then those who fail to do so have only themselves
to blame. Unless, of course, they do come up with a convincing account of the
factors that have prevented the success of their reinventing, repacking, dealing
or thinking. And there is no opting out, because self-actualization is categorically a public duty; one that cannot be discharged in the privacy of one’s own
soul.6 Mandatory self-presentation has become a defining feature of the role
of the individual in mass culture, with the effect, that life stories are subject to
laws of competition governing the “economy of attention”.7 It is perhaps not
surprising, therefore, that the concept of individuality has come to also include
a demand for originality. The narrative of the Self must now follow the dictates
of excitement, of extraordinary achievement, of terrible tragedy or blinding
glory. To be normal or dull is no longer an option. The Self therefore faces a
double-bind: character is corroding, but personality must be revealed. Whilst
the Self is fragmentary, ephemeral and nebulous, it must nevertheless be fully
developed, realized, actualized, and presented with verve. How then do individuals respond to the double-bind of inability and obligation? A number of
possible, perhaps even typical responses have been identified and may help to
frame the problem of the Future of Character.
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The first such response consists in a simple reaffirmation of timeless,
character-forming values that are held to remain unaffected, however much
life has become risky, contingent, incoherent and fragmentary. A most impressive display of this reaction is Richard Sennett’s “Rico“ - the restless manager
turned business consultant, the frequent flyer and flexible careerist - when
contemplating his role as husband and father. Though accepting, at times even
welcoming the vicissitudes in his work-life as challenges to be met, the ethical
values he holds and seeks to pass on in his parental role are those of a “cultural
conservative”: positive qualities like “loyalty, commitment, purpose, and resolution” are complemented by a strong emphasis on self-reliance and –responsibility, mirrored by a disdain for those who do not or cannot take charge of their
lives. Yet, as a consequence of the reaffirmation of those values, the language
used by “Rico“ to describe himself and the ruptures in his biography necessarily require him to accept responsibility for events beyond his control – a dilemma for which, in Sennett’s words, “there exists no practical remedy”, leaving the
Self confused.8
The persistence of this dilemma may be one way of understanding a second
response that sees reaffirmation slide into dogmatic insistence on a specific
set of values a good character must possess. The potency of this fundamentalist resolution of the dilemma is most vividly demonstrated in the respective
interviews included in Robert Jay Lifton’s study on the “Protean Self“. The experience of fragmentation and loss of control is countered by guidelines that
insist on “simple antitheses”, the “polarization of all experience … into that
which is not only right but absolutely necessary for the self, and that which is
not only wrong but absolutely incumbent upon the self to reject and
condemn”.9 As in every closed system of thought, even those events or troubling experiences that remain beyond the individual’s control can be incorporated, by way of reinterpreting them as part of a great plan devised by high
ordeal. If reaffirmation of values can be regarded as a posture of half-hearted
denial of the existence of the dilemma, the dogmatic insistence on such values
by the fundamentalist Self is essentially an immunizing strategy.
Luckily, most people still prove immune to such immunization; yet that does
not necessarily leave them better off. A third response to the dilemma created
by the experience of fragmentation on the one hand, and the obligation for
self-realization and authenticity on the other, consists in a complete surrender
or collapse of the Self. In his study “La fatigue d'être soi: Dépression et société“,
the French sociologist Alain Ehrenberg has argued that the “disciplinary model
of behavioural management, in which social classes and sexes were assigned
their roles with authority and rules, has been given up in favour of norms that
require each person to show initiative: the obligation to become oneself. The
result of this new norm is not only that the entire responsibility of our lives is
placed upon us, it is also a duty we owe to the collective.”10 Drawing on his
earlier work on the spreading of the ideal of competition from commerce and
sports to questions of personal identity and self-realization, Ehrenberg
presents the near epidemic spread of clinical depression as the “inversion of
this constellation”. Fatigue, numbness and the inability to act are said to be a
“disease of responsibility”, arising from the confrontation of infinite possibilities
with uncontrollable trajectories. In its quest to become itself, the Self is purely
and simply exhausted.

Yet another response involves re-casting the narrative of the self in the language of the therapeutic, with which biographical ruptures, perceived failures and
insufficiencies can be presented as time-lagged results of traumatic experiences in earlier stages of life. It would be wrong to regard this response
merely as an evasive strategy, with which the individual seeks to offload the
double burden of coherence and actualization onto some distant instance of
suffering. The therapeutic Self is a phenomenon of mass culture, ever-present
in talk-shows, movies, literature, woman’s magazines, and autobiographies of
celebrities. Avoiding the isolated numbness of the depressed Self, the therapeutic Self is exposing its suffering in the public sphere, and it is precisely the
confessional character of the introspection that holds out two attractive
promises for the individual. The first promise relates to the transformation of
suffering into an - almost indispensable - part of identity, brought about by the
enormous proliferation of the therapeutic narrative in the media. The alleged
long-term nature of the effects of suffering can provide the coherence so
desperately lacking in the biographical narrative. Secondly, and again by virtue
of being public, the therapeutic response holds out the promise of healing, of
change, and of subsequent self-management, therewith opening the way for
self-actualization.
However, on closer inspection, the first promise appears deeply problematic,
the second outright false. Having taken on such a dominant role in identity
discourses, suffering seems to have entered into the catalogue of “must-have”
experiences for a fully-realized Self, placing an additional burden onto the individual. If public gullibility in the Wilkomirski-episode symbolizes the demandside of this equation, the countless family break-ups following so-called “recovered memories of abuse” provide the supply-side. The second promise has
been unmasked as a false one. As the sociologist Eva Illouz has argued, healing
and subsequent self-management remain beyond reach because of the tautological nature of the therapeutic discourse: “The therapeutic narrative posits
normality as the goal of the narrative of self yet, because that goal is never
given a clear positive content, it in fact produces a wide variety of un-selfrealized and therefore sick people”.11 Thus the coherence the therapeutic
response may give to biographical narratives comes with a huge price-tag
attached: it permanently pathologizes human lives.
But not all is gloom in the age of fragmentation and flux. The psychologist
Robert Jay Lifton has drawn attention to a fifth – and far more positive –
response. While he broadly agrees with the diagnosis of fragmentation, the
autobiographical narratives of a great number of his interviewees have led him
to the conclusion that “we are becoming fluid and many-sided. Without quite
realizing it, we have been evolving a sense of self appropriate to the restlessness and flux of our time. This mode of being differs radically from that of the
past, and enables us to engage in continuous exploration and personal experiment.” Though this “Protean Self” – named after the Greek sea god of many
forms – may still search for coherence, authenticity and meaning, it has a capacity for “responsive shapeshifting”, “lubricated” by self-mockery, irony and
humour. The successful performance of this “balancing act” is itself elevated to
the status of an enduring character trait: Resilience is what is needed to navigate a fragmented world.12
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The term “responsive shape-shifting“ may be taken to indicate that Lifton’s
Protean Self is still essentially a defensive posture. Yet, the idea of continuous
exploration and personal experiment, may also warrant a more radical reaction; one that fully embraces the freedom thus created. Dismissing all previous
responses as pitiful lament of cultural pessimists, this theatrical response
welcomes fragmentation as emancipation from the duty to be “one-and-onlyone Self”. Instead of bemoaning a corrosion of character, this theatrical Self
relishes the opportunity to playfully live in multiplicity. Having perfected the
art of presentation of whatever version of whatever Self seems opportune in
any given situation, the “typical” representative would be decidedly “a-typical”:
In the stadium, he is the xenophobic football hooligan, but during his yoga
group session he can talk at length about his two dosha types. A quixotic
entertainer to friends and family, he has just been appointed treasurer at the
local philatelic society for his pernickety attention to detail. To prospective
employers he always seems “just the one for the job”, be the post on offer that
of a corporate financial controller, used-car salesperson, or youth hostel director. His only lasting vocation, however, is called personality branding: He may
seem to have a “unique selling proposition” for each occasion, yet at heart, he is
convinced that “the container is more important than the content“.13 His
containers are numerous and his working day thus endless. At home, he regularly updates his multiple accounts at mySpace, Flickr and YouTube. The little
time left is spent playing several MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role
Playing Games) at once, though his favourite obsession remains the character
development of his avatar in SecondLife: “a flush of parental pride washes over
me: My avatar, which so far has acted much like me ... suddenly is taking on a
life of his own. Who will my alter ego turn out to be? I don't know yet.”14
However, the theatrical response sits uncomfortably with an environment that
still insists on authenticity. Constant shape-shifting may or may not be detrimental to the psyche of the individual, it is certainly unacceptable to the other,
as it undermines the reliability of expectations formed. The effort to unmask
the theatrical Self is perhaps most determined in the corporate recruitment
process. In what is similar to an arms race, every new technique of selfpresentation is being matched by techniques to reveal the core of the person.
The candidate may have taken seminars on how to fool the compulsory
Myers-Briggs personality test; she may have perfected her negotiation skills or
neurolingual programming competence. Yet, the assessment center designer
will respond in kind, using multiple role-playing scenarios and sheer attrition
to neutralise all these efforts. If in doubt, recruiters are even known to cross
check with mySpace. Though the virtual world seems the most unlikely of
social sites for authenticity to be valued, it counts even here. The controversy
surrounding lonelygirl15 is anything but harmless; the slogan “Broadcast Yourself” was never meant as an invitation to play!15 The theatrical Self may privately escape the dilemma of fragmentation and self-realization – socially it is
waiting to be shown up a fraud.

Naturally, the six sketches above do not exhaust the possibilities of individual
reactions to the crisis of character. Nor are these responses exclusive. They
clearly co-exist within society, and more than one of them may be shown by
the same individual over time. But the sketches
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